We consider undirected non-regular connected graphs without loops and multiple edges (other than complete bipartite graphs) which have exactly three distinct eigenvalues (such graphs are called non-standard graphs). The interest in these graphs is motivated by the questions posed by W. Haemers during the 15th British Combinatorial Conference (Stirling, July 1995); the main question concerned the existence of such graphs. A brief review of two papers by Mena (1979, 1981) is followed by the presentation of our new results and examples concerning, in particular, the construction of some non-standard graphs. This answers problems posed by Haemers. Other open problems are suggested and discussed in the final section.
Introduction
At the problem session of the 15th British Combinatorial Conference (July 1995) W. Haemers posed the following question.
Are there any connected graphs apart from strongly regular graphs and complete bipartite graphs which have just three distinct eigenvalues? (Such a graph, if regular, must be strongly regular.)
The first author soon built such a graph. The example was constructed by switching of edges in the triangular graph T (9) . (It turns out that the graph itself was known earlier, however, its spectrum had not computed.)
A few weeks later the second author realized that the affirmative answer on Haemers' question has already been found 15 years earlier by Bridges and Mena in [5] . Moreover, they built an infinite series of such graphs depending on a prime-power-integer parameter.
An analysis of a few different tools for the construction of 'non-standard' graphs (with 3 eigenvalues) helped us to construct another infinite series of such graphs as well as some new sporadic examples.
The information being obtained made it reasonable to present all known and new examples together and to suggest a few natural, in our opinion, reformulations of Haemers' original question.
We are sure that the class of 'non-standard' graphs is worth being thoroughly investigated and hope that our review of old results and development of new methods of construction will encourage further research in this area.
The well-known book [3] is recommended as a source of necessary background related to eigenvalues of graphs. The most important facts, which will be freely used in this paper, are collected in Section 2.
In Section 3 we consider switching of edges of graphs, and give a simple but rather helpful formula (3) for the spectrum of the result of switching. A few times this formula will be used in subsequent sections. As an example, our initial 'new old graph' on 36 vertices is considered.
In Section 4 some examples which were found by Bridges and Mena are interpreted from new points of view.
In Section 5 we establish new conditions for a switching of a strongly regular graph to have 3 eigenvalues. We exploit these conditions to show that the 36-vertex graph is the only 'non-standard' graph with 3 eigenvalues which appears via the switching of triangular graphs.
In Section 6 we associate to a graph r with 3 eigenvalues its Weisfeiler-Leman closure W(T) -the minimal coherent (cellular) algebra which includes the adjacency matrix A(T) of r. The rank r of this algebra is an important algebraic invariant of r. The case r = 3 exactly corresponds to strongly regular graphs. It turns out that cases r = 4,7,8 never appear. The cases r = 5,6,9 are discussed.
Our new examples of 'non-standard' graphs are given in Section 7.
Final discussion of the subject is presented in Section 8, where, in particular, we pose three problems concerning graphs with 3 eigenvalues and briefly mention recent new results on non-standard graphs obtained by E. van Dam.
Preliminaries
Let I' be a graph with the vertex set V = V(T) and the edge set E = E(T). It is convenient here to consider E(T) as a subset of the Cartesian square V2 of V. In this paper we are dealing only with undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges.
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Mathematics 189 (1998) 191-207 193 Then E is in fact a symmetric binary relation on V, hence it can be as usual (see [3] ) identified with a subset of the set of 2-element subsets of V. Let A = A(T) be an adjacency matrix of r. Here A is a real symmetric matrix, with trace zero. We remind the reader that the spectrum, Spec(T), of r is the multiset of eigenvalues of A. If J.0 > At > .. > &-1 are the distinct eigenvalues of A with multilplicities mo, ml, . . . , m,_l, then we shall write Any non-trivial, i.e., non-empty and non-complete, connected graph has at least three distinct eigenvalues. There are two well-known classes of connected graphs with three distinct eigenvalues, namely: connected strongly regular graphs and the complete bipartite graphs K,,,?.
We remind that an n-vertex graph r is called strongly regular with parameters (n, k 4 P), if
Here I is the identity matrix of order n, and J is the matrix with all entries 1.
In what follows, we are looking for other examples of graphs with 3 eigenvalues. Namely, we shall say that a connected graph r is a non-standard graph with 3 distinct eigenvalues, or briefly a non-standard graph, if and only if r has exactly 3 distinct eigenvalues and is not strongly regular or complete bipartite. It is well-known, see, e.g., [18] , that each regular graph with three eigenvalues is strongly regular. Therefore, a non-standard graph cannot be regular.
A partition o = { Vt, Vz} of the vertex set Y of a regular graph r is called (a 2-class) equitable partition of r (see [ 18] ), if for any pair i, j E { 1,2} and any vertex v E Vi the number Mij = Ir(v)nVj] depends only on i,j (here T(v) is the set of all vertices in r which are adjacent to v).
Let RY be the real vector space of all functions from V to R. A characteristic function of a subset U 2 V is denoted by eu. In the case of U = {u} we write e, instead of e{,I.
It is clear that r~ = {VI, Vz} is an equitable partition of r if and only if the twodimensional vector space (ev,,ev*) c RY is A(T)-invariant. We denote a 2 x 2-matrix
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I(e,,,ev,) as a(A(T)). It is easy to see that
If cr is an equitable partition of r then a vector subspace W" = (eY,,ey,)l is also an A(T)-invariant subspace of R'.
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Spectrum of a switched graph
Let r = (V,E) be a graph. Following J.J. Seidel (see, e.g., [29] ), for a given partitiona={V V} f 1, 2 o a set V we define the switched graph P = (V, E") by setting Eb = El1 u ((VI x Vz) \E12) u NV 2 x VI)\E~~)UE~~, where Eu = En (vi x Vi). If A(T) is written in a block form with blocks determined by a partition 0, then
where Jij is a 1 Vi] x 1 VjJ-matrix whose entries are equal to 1 . In what follows we use the following matrices:
where Zii is a ( c( x ( vii-identity matrix. Clearly (SO)' = I. Using these two matrices, one can rewrite (1) as follows:
It is evident that cr is an equitable partition of graph r if and only if it is an equitable partition of P and in this case 
Example derived from T(9)
Recall the reader that the triangular graph T(m), m E N, ma3 has as the vertex set V comprising all 2-element subsets of the set { 1,2,. . . ,m} with the adjacency relation {(a,b) ) la rl bl = 1). It is well-known that the spectrum of
We shall use T(9) to obtain our first example of a non-standard graph. Example 1. Take the strongly regular graph T (9) . It has spectrum { 14,58,(-2)27}. Split V into two subsets Vi = {{ 1, i}}j=q, V2 = V \ VI. It is easy to see that Q = {Vi, V2) is an equitable partition relative to r. A direct computation gives and 7 21 &WV) = 6 12 .
( >
Now (3) implies that Spec(A(P)) = {21', 57,(-2)28}.
Remark. The problem of the description of connected graphs with the smallest eigenvalue -2 was considered in [9, 6, 7, 24] . It turns out that such graphs are either generalized line graphs or have a representation by roots of ES. In the latter case the number of vertices is at most 36, and every vertex has valency at most 28. The graph in Example 1 first appeared in [9] as an example of a non-regular graph with minimal eigenvalue -2 which attains both above bounds. Nevertheless, the complete spectrum of this graph was not computed in [9] .
Remark. The problem of the characterization of all graphs represented by the roots of Es was mentioned in [7] as yet unsolved; the authors of [7] think that most of these graphs can be obtained from known ones using a suitable switching.
Some known examples revisited
Cones
Following [5] , an n-vertex graph is called a cone if one of its vertices has valency n -1. More generally, the cone over a graph H is a graph obtained from H by adjoining a new vertex and joining it to every vertex of H. Proof. It is easy to see that
Let now E-i be a disconnected graph which is obtained from H by adjoining of a new isolated vertex v*. Then r = 8" and taking into account (3) and (4) we get the desired formula for Spec(T). 0 Example 2. Let 2 = 2. It is well-known that there exist two non-isomorphic strongly regular graphs with parameters (16, 6, 2, 2), namely, the line graph L(&,d) and the Shrikhande 'pseudolattice'. According to Lemma 4.1, both these graphs imply 17-vertex non-standard graphs with spectrum {81,26,(-2)10}.
Remark. Our proof of Lemma 4.1 is slightly different from the original proof in [4] . In [5] all cones r over H with 3 eigenvalues p, /?, -B, where ,u > p > 0 are characterized (up to the knowledge of the initial graph H).
Remark. It is known, see [l] , that strongly regular graphs with parameters (A3 + 2A2, A2 + A,,?, 1) exist for all prime power values of 1. This implies that there exists an infinite number of non-standard graphs.
A sporadic graph derived from a quasisymmetric design
Following [5] , we shall call an cency matrix A satisfies equation Let B be the adjacency matrix of the block y-graph of D. Then we define the graph T,(D) which will be called the total y-graph of D if it has the following adjacency matrix A: (6) here 0 is the v x v zero-matrix.
In other words, the total y-graph of D has points and blocks of D as vertices; the edges correspond to incident pairs point-block, and to pairs of blocks which intersect in y points.
The next lemma follows from the definition of a quasisymmetric design, and the expressions for its parameters, see [23] . 
A* =k* _ 1_ (b-k;*-UP** Now we are able to present one more example of a non-standard graph which first appeared in [4] , see also [5] . We remark that our exposition differs from that of [4, 5] . 
(9)
Finally, using Lemma 4.2, we obtain from (9) that Tz(D) has exactly 3 distinct eigenvalues 14, 2, and -2.
Remark. An other way for the consideration of the eigenvalues of a total graph of a quasisymmetric block-design may be based on the paper by Haemers and Higman [21] . As was mentioned by Haemers [20] , Lemma 1.2 of [21] may be used to find a necessary and sufficient condition (in terms of the parameters of the design D) for the total graph to have three eigenvalues. In fact, a partial result (a necessary condition for a total graph to be strongly regular) is presented in Theorem 2.9 of [21] .
Switching of edges in strongly regular graphs
Assume now that Z = (V,E) is a strongly regular graph (briefly s.r.g.) with parameters (n, k, 1, ,u) and non-maximal eigenvalues at, 12 (usually 11 and A2 are denoted by r and s).
Switching of edges was first used by Seidel [29] in order to build new strongly regular graphs from known ones. Here we study when a switching of edges in s.r.g. may give a non-regular graph with three eigenvalues. Let now k" be the maximal eigenvalue of A(P) and let (I = (al,.. . ,a,) be a corresponding eigenvector. It follows from the connectivity of P that k" has multiplicity 1.
Since (A(ru)-111)(A(ru)-r22z)(A(ru)-kul) = 0, (A(ru)-1,1)(A(ru)-122z) is a matrix of rank 1 whose columns are proportional to u'. Moreover (A(P)-1iZ)(A(P)-&1) is a symmetric matrix. Hence (A(ra)-~,z)(A(ru)-;izz) = a 0~0
for some a # 0. Denote J" := a'a. It follows from (2) that
s"~cl(ru)s"=A(r)+suFbsu=A(r)-~0
because S"F"S" = -Fa. Thus
(10) a S"JuSu = (A(r) -,$I -F')(A(r) -&I -F') = (A(r)-11z)(A(r)-~21)-(FuA(r)+A(r)Fu) +(11 +A2)F'=+ (Fb)2 = /LJ -(F"A(T) + A(r)F') + (A, + &)F' + (Fb)2.
Take two arbitrary vertices u, v E Vk, k = 1,2. Then e, -e, E W" and Fb(eu -e,) =
J(e, -e,) = 0. Together with the previous equality this gives a S"J"S"(e, -e,) = -FOA(r)(e, -e,).
By direct computation we obtain FW%, = IT(u) n V2lq + Iw4 n vl lev, = IQ4 n WV, + (k -I@) n V21)ev2 = key, + IT(u) n V2l(w, -ev2) and and, consequently
If lw n vzl # lw) n v21 f or some pair U,U E Vk, k = 1,2, then ev, -ev2 E Im(S"J"S") implying ey, +ey, E Im(J'). But J" is of rank 1, therefore (a) = Im(JO) = (ev) implying that P is regular -a contradiction. Thus we have proved that for any k E {1,2) and for each pair U,U E Vk it holds that (T(u)n V2( = (T(u)n VZ(. Since r is regular, this fact immediately implies that o = (Vi, V2) is an equitable partition. 0 This theorem shows that if a switched graph P has just three eigenvalues, then it is either regular or biregular (i.e., the valencies of P take only two different values). It is well known that in the first case r is an s.r.g. Let us say that a graph is strongly biregular if it has just 3 eigenvalues and is biregular.
If o = (Vi, V2) is an equitable partition of r, then the matrix 440) = ("M;: ;;;) satisfies the following conditions:
Without loss of generality we may assume that Ii is an eigenvalue of a(A(T)).
That is k + ill = ml1 + m22.
Lemma 5.2. Let a = ( Vl, V2) be an equitable partition of a s.r.g. r. Then P is strongly biregular if and only if the following conditions are satisjed:
Proof.
A pair (m11 + l V2 l -m12, m22 + I VI l -m21) represents all possible valencies of P. Hence P is biregular if and only if ml1 + IV21 -17212 # m22 + )Vll -m21. (11) Taking into account that
we see that (11) is equivalent to
Therefore P is biregular if and only if (i) and (ii) hold.
As it follows from (3), P has three eigenvalues if and only if the same spectrum, or, equivalently,
Therefore,
contrary to P being biregular.
Thus 12 is an eigenvalue of ml1
Iv21 -17212
or, equivalently,
=lVllVl 14%
Thus to finish the proof, we have to show that ml2/lV2l = W+hA2)/@ -A2).
We have 21 + k = ml1 + rn22 = 2k -m 12 -ml1 = 2k -m12ClVlI + I~2lYl~21 = 2k -rnl2lVl/lV2l. Thus
However,
and the claim follows. 0
This lemma allows to formulate necessary conditions on parameters of an s.r.g. J' that may be switched into a non-regular graph with three eigenvalues. Remark. Given an s.r.g. r = (V, E) with eigenvalues k, r, s (k is the valency of r) one has to solve (13) twice: first when izr = r, 12 = s and then when 11 = s, & = r.
As an application of (13) let us find all switchings of a triangular graph r(m) into a strongly biregular graph.
We recall again that the graph Z(m) has the following parameters: Proof. Consider first the case when ill = s,& = r. Then (13) is equivalent to the following system:
The first equation shows that a positive integer solution of (14) Among these values of m, (14) has no solution in positive integers with IVil # IV2l.
Consider now the case when 11 = r, A2 = s. Then (13) is equivalent to Checking case-by-case shows that an integer solution of (15) with 1 VI 1 # 1 Vzl exists only for m = 9: I VI ( = 8, ) F'z I = 28. An equitable partition relative to Z'(9) with these parameters really exists, see Example 1 in Section 3.2. ??
Non-standard graphs throughout coherent (cellular) algebras
To a given graph Z = (V,E) one can naturally associate its adjacency algebra
i.e., the algebra of polynomials in the adjacency matrix A = A(T), see, e.g., [3] . For our non-standard graphs dim(d) = 3.
Another less known matrix algebra which can be associated to a given graph Z is its Weisfeiler-Leman closure f = w(T), that is the minimal coherent algebra (in the sense of [22, 23] ) or, in other terminology, the minimal cellular algebra (in the sense of [30, 16] ), which includes the adjacency matrix A(Z). In other words, W(r) is the minimal matrix algebra which includes A(f ), J and Z and which is closed, in addition, to the usual operations, under Schur-Hadamard multiplication, and Hermitian conjugation of matrices.
In general, a(Z) C W(Z). For graphs with 3 eigenvalues equality holds if and only if Z is a strongly regular graph.
Using the methodology presented in [23] , one can easily show that for a connected graph Z with just three eigenvalues the case dim( W(r)) = 4 never occurs, and dim(W(Z)) = 5 holds if and only if r is a star, i.e., Z' r Ki,.
Therefore only the case of real interest is dim( W(T)) 26. Below we propose a few results about the non-standard graphs Z with a rather small value of dim(W(r)). Detailed proofs, as usual, are omitted, because they are based on routine consideration. Proof. It is easy to see that for both cases mentioned in (a) one has dim( W(r)) = 6. To prove the converse claim, first it is necessary to observe that W(T) has exactly two fibres (in the sense of [23] ). Then we distinguish two cases: the smallest fibre consists of one or of more than one point. Now each of the two cases is easily identified. The proof of (b) is based on the use of Lemma 5.2. 0
Remark. Partial classification of the cones over s.r.g., namely the cones over s.r.g. which are multiplicative graphs, can be found in [5] . However there exist cones over s.r.g. which are not multiplicative graphs, a few new examples will be introduced in the next section. The next interesting case is dim( W(T)) = 9. We emphasize that the graphs presented in Examples 1 and 3 show that this case arises.
New examples of non-standard graphs
We shall use the methodology represented in the previous sections to obtain new examples of non-standard graphs. Remark. It is well-known (see, e.g., [25] ) that the graphs Ll(12) exist for 1 = pk, where p is a prime, thus we have proved the existence of a new infinite family of non-standard graphs.
Discussion
In final version of [8] The cone over the Petersen graph serves as a counterexample to (b).
Our paper serves as a source for numerous new examples requested in (c).
Presently one may say that Haemers' problem has played a positive role in reviving interest into a more systematic investigation of graphs with three eigenvalues. Below we formulate three non-trivial, in our opinion, questions related to non-standard graphs.
Starting from the classical paper by Cameron et al. [9] a number of results were obtained about the graphs with smallest eigenvalue -2, see [7] for the bibliography.
However, the complete classification of these graphs still is not finished. The existence of at least nine non-standard graphs with the smallest eigenvalue -2 (see Examples l-5) gives rise to the following problem.
Problem 1.
Find all non-standard graphs with the smallest eigenvalue -2.
As it was mentioned above, examples of non-standard graphs with three distinct valencies are known.
To obtain an example with a larger number of distinct valencies one may intend to use a suitable local switching in a sense of [ 191.
Problem 2.
Is there an upper bound for the number of distinct valencies in a nonstandard graph? If so, then find it.
As it was stressed in Section 6, the dimension of W(T) is a very natural invariant of r, which in a sense measures 'the degree of complexity' of a non-standard graph r. The following problem seems to be natural. a there are no new examples of non-standard graphs which may be represented by roots in E6 and ET [12] . The detailed exposition of these and other results appeared in the Ph.D. thesis of van Dam, [13] .
Also it was mentioned in [12] that a new non-standard graph on 105 vertices was recently found by Bill Martin by using of flags of PG(2,4).
Remark. In case q = 2 the 1Cvertex graph constructed by van Dam gives another example of a non-standard graph with the smallest eigenvalue -2.
We hope that the new wave of interest to non-standard graphs initiated by Haemers will lead to their classification.
Finally, we stress that a similar question may be considered for directed graphs: classify all directed graphs with 3 eigenvalues. Some results related to this question may be found in [15, 28, 26] .
Remark (Added to the revised version of the paper). New results by van Dam on non-standard graphs, including new families of such graphs, appeared in [14] . One of the most impressive, in our opinion, results in [14] is complete solution of Problem 1 above. It turns out that there exist exactly ten non-standard graphs with the smallest eigenvalue -2 (those mentioned in the present paper, including van Dam's 14-vertex graph).
